Infrastructure: Change on the horizon

A course correction strategised by the Prime Minister’s Office could spark a radical improvement in core sector performance

Q&A/ Vinayak Chatterjee, Chairman, Feedback Infrastructure Services

“The government’s mindset as an awarde of licences has not changed”

Private Partnerships will be realised if the regulatory authorities are independent, autonomous and accountable

Rajiv Lall, Chairman, CII
National Committee on Infrastructure and Managing Director & CEO, IDFC Ltd

Investment panel fails to deliver on stuck projects

Directs the oil and defence ministries to sort out differences

FY13 growth projection is lowest in a decade

GDP growth for FY13 cut to 5%, as the slump cuts across sectors

Regional view

Textiles go hi-tech in Gujarat

The state is fast emerging as a hub for the production of specialist protective fabric
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Second lead

A cautious start to cash transfers

The government’s direct cash transfer plan hopes to bring efficiency and transparency to the delivery of social welfare benefits

Expert view/ Harsh Mander, author

Direct benefit transfers: Are we ready?

With inadequate last mile financial inclusion, the direct transfer of cash entitlements calls for some reconsideration

Sustainability

Low awareness a challenge in promoting green buildings

Despite the rising demand for eco-design in upcoming residential and commercial projects, green building penetration in India remains abysmally low

Opinion/ Jamsheed N Godrej, Chairman, CII
Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre, and chairman and managing director, Godrej & Boyce

The business case for green buildings

Since its introduction in 2001, the green building concept has emerged as a very useful tool in designing sustainable habitats
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Quotable quotes from the pages of Business Standard

ECONOMIST OF THE MUNDAINE INDIA

A review of the book Indianomics - making sense of modern India, authored by Vivek Dehejia and Rupa Subramanyam. The book is an ambitious attempt that tries to explain the underlying economics of everyday life, but it is no Indian Freakonomics

BRAIN & COMPANY

“...the green building concept has emerged as a very useful tool in designing sustainable habitats...”

Harsh Mander, author

International

Strengthening banks’ shock-absorbing capacity

The Basel III rules will lead banks to reduce risky liquidity holdings and increase their share of low-cost funds

Business quiz/ cartoon

SPEAKING VOLUMES

$19.8 bn trade potential between India and Pakistan, according to ICRIER

Of this, export potential accounts for $16 billion, and import potential accounts for $3.8 billion

India’s annual apparel export to Europe

Europe accounts for half of India’s apparel export, while America takes a quarter

12.79% fall in capital formation by private sector companies in 2011-12

The RBI’s tight monetary policy and government’s policy inaction led to this contraction

Our view is that in the June quarter you would probably start seeing good quality IPOs entering the Indian market

VK Bansal,
CHAIRMAN, MORGAN STANLEY INDIA